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ÀBSTRACT

Hydrogenated amorphous siticon (a-Si:H) films have been fa-
bricated by a novel nethod of micro¡rave glow-discharge depo-

sition, operating at 2.45 GHz. The properties of these

f ilrns, including dark conductivity, photoconductivity, opti-
ca1 constants, the op!ical gap, and the B value (gradient of
( dîu )r/2 versus 1:l) , have been measured and used to charac-

terize their electronic structure. It hâs been found that

the quality of the films depends strongly upon Èhe microwave

power density in the glow dÍscharge, the confinenent of the

plasma. the.positíon of the substrates relative to lhe plas-

ma region, and the orientation of the electric field vector

of the guided nicrowave radiation. The material is also

strongly affected by the substrate temperature and the hy-

drogen content in the gas mixture of SiH4 , AÊ, and H2r as

with filns prepared by conventional techniques. Ànalysis of

infrared absorption data and of impurity. content by energy

dispersive x-ray analysis indicates that by reducing the mi-

crowave power densiLy and by properly confining the plasma

in an isolated region by means of a magnetic field, the ím-

puriLy contamination can be reduced Èo an insigníficant lev-
eI. Scanning electron microscopy reveaLs that the norpholo-

gical structure of the films is associated with the



direction of the electríc field vector and the power density

of the guíded microwave radiation. The deposítion rate by

the microwave glow-discharge method is generally higher than

that by radio freguency glow discharge, for the same power

density. The microwave techníques may prove to be rnore effi-
cient than conventional rf or dc techniques for the fabrica-

tion of amorphous semiconduclors fiIms, provided that the

deposition parameters can be equally well controlled.

- ltt -
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Chapter I

I NTRODUCTION.

Thin film fabrication utilizing low pressure chemical vapor

deposition (cvo) promoted by a glow discharge, which is also

known as plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PEC\¡D),

hâs been used in recenL years in research laboratories as

well as in factories in the fields of microelectronics, op-

tics, and photovoltaic devices. In particular in the area of

photovoltaic devices amorphous hydrogenâted sílicon alloys
(a-Si:H) have been found to have remarkable properties suít-
able for solar ce1Is, which can be fabricated by this tech-

nique on inexpensive substrates at lor¡ cost. Àt lhe present

t,ime the energy conversion efficiency of anorphous silicon
solar cells has reached approximalely 10 *, which is compa-

rable lo the average efficiency of 148 for single-crystal

silicon solar ceIls, but the fabricatíon cost for the latter
is much higher.

PECVD is a complex process and it is still not well un-

derstood. However, its wide use for thin film fabricalíon

has stimulated the research towards the understanding of

this technique. There are several PECVD paraneters that are

known lo affect the film properties such as the plasma pow-

er, gas pressure, gas fIow, reactant concentrationsr etc.

1
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Present commercial PECVD systems, such as those used in sil-
icon integrated circuit processing, are mainly of the Rein-

berg radial flow type operating at a frequency of 13.6 MHz.

It should be noted that the effect of the frequency of the

el-ectromagnetic excitation of the plasma on the film proper-

ties is unknown and very IittIe information is availabLe in

the Iiterature about PECVD operating at frequencies in the

50 MHz !o microwave range. This may be due to the fac! that

variable-frequency power supplies are not common. It is pos-

sibl-e that the deposition process may be quite different if
PECVD is conducted al high frequencies, particularly at fre-
quencies much greater than the electron collision rate,

since the relaxation processes can no longer foIlow the

f ield,
The main purpose of the investigation being reported in

this thesis is to study lhe feasibility of fabricating
a-Si:H thin films, and other semiconductor alloy films such

as Si, Ge , Si. N , Si. C , etc. by microwave PECVD. Inl-x x I-x x l-x x
such a multidisciplinary subject it is important to under-

stand the phenomena of glow discharge, and thus, a brief re-

view of glow discharge concepts is given in Chapter II. In

this chapter also are described various fabrication techni-
ques used for solid thin film deposition including the fa-

brication parameters that control the electronic and optical
properties of amorphous silicon fiIms. The design, construc-

tion, and operation of three configurations of the mícrowave
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PECVÐ systems are described in Chapter IiI; and the film
characterization techniques, the optical, electronic, and

morphological properties of the films, and the comparison of

our re'sults with those of other investigators in Chapter Iv.

Conclusions and recommendations for further work are given

in Chapler V.



Chapter II
PLASMA PROPERTIES AND FABRICATTON TECHNIQUES.

2,l cLoI,l DI SCHARGE ÀND PLASMA PÀRAMETERS [2,15,17,31] .

Practical glow discharge such as that used in sputlering ând

PECVD is a very complicated environment containing elec-

trons, various types of ions, neutral atorns and molecules,

and photons. They are not necesarily homogeneous, wíth well

defined potential and density, and their constituents are

under non-equilibrium conditions. Nevertheless, the glow

discharge can be studied, in a first approximation, by con-

sidering it a simplified Lorentz plasma. rn a Lorentz plasma

it is assumed that the electrons interact with each other

only through collective spacecharge forces, and that the

heavy positive íons and neutral molecules are ât rest. In

particular, in the so ca11ed "cold plasma", the effects

which depend on the electron temperature are neglected

first, and lalter added as small corrections to the effec-

tive plasma parameters. À simplified glow discharge plasma

consists of positive ions and negative electrons' and mainly

un-ionized neutral rnoLecules having a degree of ionization

of tO-4 , so that essentíally it still is a neutrat gas that

can be described by the gas laws. The prime feature of such

a díscharge is the ionization process which produces as many
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as ldSelectron-ion pairs per 
"*3 

p", second mainly by coIIi-
sions. In the actual plasma the collision processes involve

collisions between alI possible species but electrons are

the dominant species in determining the macroscopic behav-

iour of the glow discharge.

2.1.1 CoIIision Þrocesses [7,17,31].
ColIision processes can be broadly divided into elastic and

inelaslic collisions, according to whether the internal (po-

tential) energies of the colliding particles are conserved.

The internal energy may be in lhe form of electronic excita-

tion, ionization, etc. An elastic collision involves only

the interchange of kinetic energy, while an inelastic colli-
sion involves changes in both kinetic and internal energies.

on the assumption that a large particle of rnass M is

inítially at rest, and a smalI particle of mass m collides
with M at a velocity v forrning an angle 0 wi.th the line
joining the centers of m and M at the moment of collision,
and that the collision is elastic (no change in potential

energíes)i then from the conservation of linear momentum and

energy, the fractional energy transfer (FET) from mass m to

mass M is given by

FET = [4 m M /(n+u )2 1 cos26 (2.1)
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The FET function has a maxímum value of cosQ when m = M,

that is for collisions between the same species in the medi-

um. This is why the speed of 90å of gas atoms in the steady

state conditions is vtithin a factor of two of the mean

speed. This also implies that when the masses of the co1lid-

ing partictes are very much differen!, such as in the case

of an electron and a gas atom' very little energy can be

trânsfered. Another inleresting irnplication from the FET

function is that when M>>m ín a head on collision (0=0)' the

FET becomes Am/M. This means that the tighter particle

speeds aHay at a speed twice the impact velocity. If the

co11i sion is inelastic, the particle wi 11 gain an internal

energy ^U. 
using similar linear momentum and energy con-

servation conditions, the maximum of the FET for the trans-

fer of kinetic energy to inlernal energy' can be expressed

(FEr)max = LrJ / 10/21 tn'r2l= [ M /(m+¡¿)] cos2{ Q.2)

This indicates that when m<<M the inelastic energy transfer

function can reach unity. This case corresponds to the case

of collision between an electron and a gas atom or molecule,

where a very efficient energy transfer may take place.

An electron approaching an atom sees the atom as an as-

sembly of electrons and ions in largety empty space. The in-

teraction between the primary eleclron and the electrons and
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ions of the atom takes place under strong electrostatic
forces, so thaÈ the precise outcome depends on the details

of the approach of the electron, whích introduces an elemenÈ

of probability or uncertainly into the interaction. This

probability can be taken into account by means of ils rela-

tion to a collision cross-section, g, , for the event. In

classical gas discharge terminology, it is customary to de-

fine a normalized probability of collision, P", as the aver-

age number of collísions which ãn electron makes in travel-
Iing one centimeter through a gas at l torr pressure and at

0 "C. If there are N aloms per cubic centimeter, then we

have

No=DP¡ -o c
(2.3)

where p is the reduced pressure given by Po= 273p/'t, The

mean free path,1", is the average distance over whích a par-

ticle travels between collisions ¡,rith atoms. The relation
between 1" and P" is

(2 ,4')

The collision frequency, v¿ , is the average nunber of colli-
sions whích a gas atom makes per unít time. It is given by

cc
PI t/po

v =DPv =Novc .o c
(2.5)



For Ínelasl ic coLlisions,

tion, and dissocia!ion, it is

in terms of cross seclions.

tion q can be defined as

V = n,O.V + fL O^V+c I'L ¿'Z

I
such as ioni zat ion, excita-

also possible to describe them

The totaf effective cross-sec-

q 'o 'n 12,61

where qo and qn are, respectively, the cross-sections for

elastic and inelastic lypes of collisions.
The over-all collision frequency is the sum of the com-

ponent collision frequencies for each relevant process.

ul * ,2 + (2.7)

The collision freguency increases with increasing cross sec-

lion. Thus, for instance, collisions with impurity parti-
cles having a large cross-section q may contribute signifi-
cantly to the over-all collision frequency even though they

are present in a small concentration n. Since the interac-

tion time in a collision process decreases with increasing

velocity, the cross section is velocity dependent. Further-

more, the situation is complicated by resonance anil quantun

mechanical effects. Thus, it is necessary, in general, to

resor! to experiment to determine cross-sections empirical-

1y, including the dependence on electron velocity and on

scattering angIe. Thus far, rnonoenergetic particles have
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been assumed. If they follow some form of velocity distribu-
tion, not necessarily Maxwellian, the cross sections and

collision frequencíes must be appropriately averaged over

alI velocities.
Ionization. Among the inelastic collisions, eleclron impact

ionization is the most Ímportant process in sustaining the

glow discharge. In eLectron impact ionization a primary

electron removes an electron from the âtom, producing a po-

sitive ion and an additional electron following the reaction

+ At ---> 2 e * Àa* (2.8)

These two electrons are then accelerated by the electric
field until they, too, can produce íonizalion. It is by this
multiplication process that a glow discharge is maintained.

The minimum energy required to remove lhe most weakly bound

electron from the atom is known as the ionization potenlial,
Ei. Below this lhreshold the ionizat,ion cross section for

this process is zetot but increases almost linearly al
first, and then gradually with eleclron energy up to about

100 eV, and then tends to fall off for higher energies.

Photoionization. A molecule or an atom in a ground state

can be ionized by a photon provided its energy is equal or

greater than the ionization potential.
Excitatíon. An electron can make only elastic collisions
with a gas atom when its energy is insufficient to excile
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any level characleristic of the target atom. As with ioniza-

tion, there is a minimurn energy for the occurrence of exci-

tation. For example, the first excitatíon potential of Ar is
11.56 eV, and the cross section of the 2p level goes through

a maximum at 2f ev. The cross section of molecules has a

lower threshold for excitation than the corresponding atoms

because of the possibilities of vibrational and rotational

excitation. As with ionization, exciLation can also be

caused by pholons. some excited atons have very long life-
times (e.g. l msec to L sec) and these are kno¡rn as metasta-

ble excited atoms; they arise because the selection rules

forbid them to relax lo their ground statei this means that

the probability of such a transition is sma1l. Àrgon has

rnetastables at 11.5 eV and 11.7 eV.

Relaxatíon. The excited atoms and molecules are rather un-

stable and the elecÈron configuration in the excited states

soon returns lo its original (ground) state in one or sever-

a1 transitions, with lifetimes varying from nanoseconds to

seconds. Each transition is accompanied by the emission of a

photon of very specific energy, equal to the difference in

energy between the relevant quantum levels. This process of

de-excÍtation of electronically excited atoms and nolecules

is called relaxation. The energy difference ís characteris-

tic of the transition in the atom or molecule, and consti-

tutes a !inger-prínt of the constituent species in the plas-

ma. This has been used as the basis of a very useful
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technique for plasma diagnosis called "Optical Emission

spectroscopy" (oEs). with suitable detection equipment it is

possible to detecÈ photons from deep ultraviolet (atomic

transitions) to far infra-red (molecular vibrational and ro-

tationat transítions).
Ionization from metastable states. Ionization can also be

produced by an electron with energy less than the ionization

energy, in collision with a mol.ecule which has already been

raised to an excited state Ee . This ionization can occur

when

(r/z')nvz t Ei -8. (2.9)

In fact, the chance of ionizatíon from a metastable stale by

a favorable collision is greater because of the relatively
long lifetime of metastable states compared r+ith that of

other exc i ted states.

Considering the 11.55 ev metastable in argon I the

threshold for ionization of this metastable would be only

4.2I eV, compared to 15.76 ev for the ground state argon

atom. Although there usually are much fe$er metastables than

ground state atoms in a glow discharge, there are many more

el.ectrons capable of ionizing the metastables than those ca-

pable of ionizing the ground state atorns. Even though very

Iittle is known about the cross section of the metastable,

it might i,¡eIl have a much larger cross section than íts
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ground state atom; this could make the ionization of the

metastable comparable to lhat of ground states for electron

energies of 2-4 ev. Thus, h'e can consider the glow discharge

as a source of ion-electron pairs.

( 2.10 )

( 2.1r )

(2.t2)

( 2.13 )

T¡{o other possible ionizatíon processes involving metasta-

bles are lhe collision of the melastables with ground state

atoms and with other metastables' such as

A* + B

(Penning ioniza!ion)

Dissociation. Ðissociation of molecules can in principle be

accomplished by an electron impact with any energy in excess

of the dissociation threshold, i.e. the relevanl bond

st,rength in the molecule. In lhe glow discharge, electron

impacl di ssoc iat ion is common:

e + oz

À normal result of dissociation is an enhancement of chemi-

are usually more reactivecal activity since the products
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than the parent molecule. Dissociation may also be accompâ-

nied by ionization:

e + cF4 ---> 2e + cFI +F (2.L4')

(2.rs)

Electron attachment. An electron may collide with an atom

and then attach to it !o form a negative ion. This process

is relered to as the "electron attachmenÈ". Inert gas atoms

have only filled outer electron shells, and so have litt1e

or no propensity to form negative ions. But halogens or oxy-

gen atoms have high electron affinities and so readÍ}y form

negative ions. Sometímes, electron âttachment Ieads to dis-

sociation and the process is caIled the "dissociative at-

tachment " .

e+

Ion neutral collisions. If Lhe interaction between an ion

and an atom takes place slowly, the internal motion of the

system can gradually ailjust itself throughout the collision
without any energy transition occurring and such a collision

is elaslic. But, if the collision is very rapid, an inelas-

tic collision çif1 occur resulting in radiation or ioniza-

tion. Charge transfer between ions moving in parent atoms or

molecules is called "symmetrical resonant charge transfer",
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and is rather unimportant since it involves only a momentum

exchange. Charge exchange between unlike syste¡ns, called the

"asymmetric charge transfer", could be more important, but

tends to be less efficient. Both charge transfer processes

contribute to the change of the energy distribution of ions

and neutrals.

c' ( 2.16 )

Recombination. In a gas containing positive ions and elec-

trons, there is a tendency for these to come together in

collision and recombine to form neutral atoms. But a two

body recombination is very unlikely as it can be shovrn by

monentum and energy conservation that yields an imaginary

solution for the speed of the newly formed atom. À third
body must take pârt to alloc' the recombination process to

sinultaneously satisfy the conservation requirements of en-

ergy and momenlum. The third body is often a wall or may be

another gas aton. Às a result, there ís, in general, little
recombination in the body of t.he gas a! low pressure. the

kinetic energy loss of the electron may be emitted as a

quantum of radiation (radiaLive recombination) | but lhe

probability of such emission is low.
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2.I.2 PLasma pârameters [ 7,15,17 ] .

The principal mechanisms in the plasma are excitation, re-

laxation, ionization, and recombination. when a steady state

is reached, there is an equilibrium between the rate of for-
mation of ions and the rate of their recombination. This

impJ.ies that an external energy source is required to main-

tain the dynamic equilibrium. In practice, such ân energy

source is an electric field acting on charged particles. The

work done by an electric field E on a parlicle of mass m and

charge e, during a time interval t, is

t¡ = E e x = (n e tf / 2 n (2.t7 )

As the mass of an electron is much smaller than the ion

mass, energy wi).1 be transferred primarily to the electrons.

Electron-ion and electron-atom collisions are noÈ very ef-
fective in energy transfer, as has been mentioned earlier.
In turn, the neutral atoms and ions share their energy effi-
ciently in lhe collision processes and Iíkewise lose energy

to the walls of the chamber. The net result is that elec-

trons can have a high averâge kinetic energy, which might

typically be 2 to 8 eV. The ions have an energy not rnuch

higher than lhal of the neutral atoms, which gain energy

above lhe ambien! only by collisions wit,h íons (effectively)

and elecLrons (ineffectively) and remain essentially un-

changed al room temperature.

\



Assurning a Maxwell-Bo1!zmann

for neutral atoms and ions, the

related by
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di sÈr ibul i on of energies

enêrgy and temperalure are

(r/2) M iz (3/2) kr ( 2.18 )

y2 (3kT,/M) ( 2.18a )

where M is the mass of the atom or ion, 7 is the mean

squâre of the speed, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is
the absolute temperature. As a first order approximation,

v¡e can also assume a MaxweIl-Boltzmann distribution for lhe

electrons in the plasma. This could be expected if the num-

ber of electron-electron collisions is large, and the energy

sharing anongst the electrons is very efficient. An effec-
tive electron temperature is associated to Lhe electron en-

ergy given by the above expression. Considering an average

electron energy of 2 ev for a typical gJ.ow discharge, the

correspondíng temperature would be 23200 'K.

Since ions are able to get some energy from the electric
fie1d, their temperature is somewhat above ambient, a repre-

sentative value being about 500 1(. The âverage velocity v
can be evalualed from the expression

v = (8 kr/ r ùr/2 (2.t9)
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The electron density and positive ion density are equal on

the average, and are refered to as glsgne densitv.

When a substrate is suspended in the plasma, it Ís

struck by electrons and ions with current densities propor-

tional to their average velocities. As î.ttl, , therefore
j. tt ji , and the substrate will tend to be charged neg-

atively with respec! to the plasma. Às the negative poten-

tial builds up, the electron current density will decrease,

but the substrate will continue being charged ti11 it reach-

es a negative potential large enough so that the electron

currenl density balances the ion current density. There

will be a potential barríer in front of the substrate wiLh

lhe potentiat equal to the difference between the floating
potential of the substrate vs and the pJ.asma potential Vp.

Since electrons are repelled by this potential barrier, a

positive space charge wiIl develop around the substrate,

forming a "sheath" with a lower electron density. Às the

gJ.ow of the discharge due to the relaiation of atoms excited

by electron impact depends on the electron density and the

energy of lhe exci!ing electrons, the substrate wí11 be sur-

rounded by a conparatively "dark space", a feature common to

the sheaths formed around aII objects in contact with the

plasma. The potential barríer Iímits lhe nunber of electrons

that enters the sheath from the plasma, but it also acceler-

ate the ions that enter the shealh. In practice, the poten-

tial of the sheâth above an electrically isolated substrate
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varies from one or lwo volts upwards. The resulting kinetic

energies must be compared with the interatomic binding ener-

gies in the thin film or subslrate, which is typically of

the order of 1to l-0 ev. Thus ' it is reasonable to believe

that a growing film on an electrically isolated surface in

the plasma might be much affected by such impacts.

Debye lenqth and Debve shielding. As the electron density

and the ion densíty are nearly equa1, their net coulomb in-

teraction with a particular charge is zero. But, if some

disturbance is introduced, say an additional charge Q, the

instantaneous potential at that point is both non-zero and

time dependent. The potenlial variation around the perturba-

tion can be expressed by

v(x) = vo exp (- */ b) (2.20)

where \tro = Q/4reor (2,21)

and \ (kT e / n e2)Ll2- ê o' e
(2.22)

The quantity ln is known as the ÞÞIe lenqth. The spatial

dependence of v(x) indicates that if the polential in the

plasma is perturbed, then the plasma reacts to oppose thât

change. The Debye Iength measures how rapidly the potential

perturbation is attenuated in the plasma. For example, the

Ðebye length is 105 microns for an argon plasma having an
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electron density of 1d0 per cubic centimeter and an elec-

tron temperalure of 23,200 '¡1 (çorresponding to an energy of

2 eV).

Considering lhe effects of long-range forces in the col-
lision lheory, it can be shown that the force of interaction
would be cut off at the Ðebye length. If an external voltage

is imposed on a conducÈing element in the plasma, the elec-

tron and the ions around the object would react forning a

sheath around it, leaving the plasma itself equipotentíaI.
Since the plasma is equipotential , then it is also electric
field free, so that none of the constituent charged parti-
cles is subject to any externally imposed field, except to

the extent tha! the plasma will respond to any further ap-

plíed voltages by forming a screening sheath around the rel-
evant electrode. Therefore, lhe charge assernbly exhibits a

collective behaviour, a necessary criterion for its classi-
fication as a. plasma. A plasma is defined as a neutral col-
lection of electrons and ions in which the Debye length is
smaller than any boundaries surrounding the plasma.

If a pl-asma is perturbed from neutrality by any means,

then there will be a large restoring force tending to re-es-

tablish charge neutrality. This restoring force is propor-

tional to the displacemen!, which is just the condition for
oscillation. The eleclrons, which are much Iighter Èhan the

positive ions, wiII oscillate abou! their eguilíbrium posi-

tion if the neutrality of charge is disturbed in any manner.
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lf we consider the positive íons to have fixed posilions and

the electrons to be displaced by a distance Àx, the angu-

1ar frequency of their simple harmonic motion can be written

as [15]

o =(n e2,/m ¿ )r/2peeo Q,23)

which corresponds lo a plasma f ¡=gttgg. of

fo = 8,980 nt"/' 
'"

Q,24)

where n is the electron density in "rn-3. For a typical
e

prasrna density of 1010 "*-3 ,th. prasrna frequency is 900

llfrlz. A period of this oscillation, which is about 1 nanose-

cond in this example, in fact gives the response time of the

plasma to charge fluctuations.
The plasma frequency is related to the Debye length by

À- üJup

^o 
tn v

e

(n"2 /^ , tLl2'eo &T /n \r/2ee (2.25). kt /n"2 ) rl2o e'

Q,25al

This means that the electrons can move a distance of about

one Ðebye length in a time of I/ ur, If lhe plasma is dis-

turbed by an electromagnetic wave of angular frequency ut,

then the electrons can respond fast enough to mantain neu-



tralily if o<op. Therefore, uro is the minimum frequency

propagatíon of longitudinal waves in the plasma.

From the !¡ave propagation point of view we can write

expresion for the index of refraction of the plasma as

( r- 2 2.r12t¡,/ ûJ lpl

2l

for

the

(2.26)

when l¡_<<ûr, the index of refraction is near unity, and as

lhe electron density increases the index of refraction ap-

proaches zero, and then becomes imaginary. A zero or pure

irnaginary index of refraclion means lhat the wave can no

Ionger propagate through the medium. Such a wave incident on

a plasma boundary would therefore be reflected.
To study a plasma using electromagnetic techniques, it

is necessary to operate in a regine where the vtave can pene-

trate into (and atso escape from) the plasma. For a typical
microwave frequency of 9 GHz, the electron densities are

IimiLed to less than 1012 "* 
3 

.

From the plasma frequency relation we can define a crit-
ical electron densit¡ as

2uJ m eol e
2 Q.z7')nc

For densities below this critical value the plasma is nearly

a transparent dielectric; and above it, the medium becomes

opaque and highly reflecting. For a frequency of 2.45 GHz

this critical density becomes 2.9¿xtol2 cn-3.
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Diffusion. I.ihenever there is a concenlration gradient of

particles, the random motion of particles results in a net

flow down the gradient. Àt very low charge concentrations,

such as those encountered near breakdown, electrons and ions

can be considered to diffuse independently of each other.

The flux vector is given by

r - U VN (2,28)

where D is the diffusion coefficient of the particles of

density n. Under steady stale conditions, the charged partí-
cles lost from the ionized gas by diffusÍon must be replaced

by ionization, and the continuity equation must be satisfied
independently for both species.

Ð V2n + nv. =O].
(2.29)

This equation has many solutions depending on the ini-
tial, and boundary conditions. The solulion for a reclangu-

Iar geometry of length L, width W, and height H is given by

t17I

= no cos ( r x/1,) cos ( n y,/W ) cos (rz/U ) (2.30)

where n- is the electron density at the center of the box.
o

Substitution of Eq. (2.30) to Eq. (2,29) leads to Èhe con-

straint condition

e
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( n /r,12 + ( n/w)z + ( r /u)2
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( 2. 31)

(2 .32)

(2 .34)

where Â is defined as lhe characteristic diffusion

length, which is determined by the boundary conditions.

À similar treatment for a cylinder geometry of heíght H'

v¡ith flat ends of radius R gives [17]

n
e

NJoo
( 2.405 r / R) cos ( Trz/u)

Q,405/ R )2

in which Jo represents the zeroth order Bessel function.

Àgain, by introducing nq. Q.32) back to Eq. (3.29), we ob-

tain the constraint condition

,1, / D
IE

= t/ t¡2 + ( ¡/ L )2 (2.¡s)

The mobility and diffusion coefficient of the species

obey the Einste in relation

D / v = k T" / e

The drift velocity per unit eLectric field (mobility) is in-

versely proportional to the mass of the particles. Under

equilibrium condit,ions, the ion mobility is much smaller

than the eleclron mobility, due to the big difference in

mass of the two species. In turn, the ion diffusion coeffi-
cient will be much smaller than the electron diffusion coef-
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ficient. Therefore, the process of free diffusion Ieads to a

concentra!ion of positive íons considerably higher thân that

of electrons. IJnder this condition the ionized gas can not

be considered a plasma.

The separation of charge species caused by the differ-
ence in diffusion coefficients of electrons and ions produc-

es â space charge field. The magnitude of this field will
remain smaI1, however, as long as the charge concentration

remains Low (e.g. n < L02 p"t 
"r3 ) and, as a result, it

wiIl not affect Èhe diffusion of either charge carriers.
As the charge concentration is increased, a level is fi-

nally reached at which the space charge field becomes suffi-
cíentIy large to affect the transporl of both electrons and

positive ions. The ionized gas exhibits a collective behav-

iour and can properly be called a plasma. Then, electrons

and ions will diffuse h'iLh the same diffusion coefficient:
the ambipolar diffusion coefficíent, !", which is given by

D" = -(D*u" +Ð"u* )/(v.+ u*) = D*[1+(Ðuu*/D*u. ) J (2.35)

D.=D*(1+Te/T") (2.35a)

Àmbipolar diffusion will usually occur when the electron and

ion concentrations are approximat,ely equal, and greater than

about Id p", 
"*3.

Transition Diffusion. when a discharge controlled by ambi-

polar diffusion is produced in a plane parallel plate geom-
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etry, we \¡rould expect a sinusoidal elec!ron spatial distri-
bution, as can be seen from Eq. (2.30). However, in low pow-

er discharges, the ion density throughout the dícharge is

not high enough to produce ambipoLar diffusion throughout

the volume, and then the discharge is ambipolar at the cen-

ter, but con!rolled by free-diffusion coefficients at lhe

¡,¡a11s.

À1Iis and Rose [2] have studied lhe transition from free

lo ambipolar diffusion theoretically, and compared their re-

sults wilh experiments in a mícrowave discharge set up in a

resonant cavity. Their results show that the electron spa-

tial dislribution departs from the cosinusoidal distribution
as expect,ed for ambipolar diffusion, and then gradually be-

comes a belL-shaped distribu!ion for a transition case as

shor+n in Fig. 2.i. t7l.
Diffusion of several species. when there is a mixture of

el.ectrons and positive ions, we would expect a si.ngle value

of the arnbipolar diffusion coefficient. However, Íf the

plasna consist of electrons and two types of positive ions,

there will be three different diffusion coefficients.

(D"). * [ (n* ), ,/n" J/(Dalr + l(n*lr/n.I (Da )2 (2.36a)

D
a

(D+)1 (r + re/'.îe ))1 ( 2.36b)

(Da)z å (D+)2 (L + Te,/Te ) (2.36c)
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Thís shows that although the diffusion of one ion is

unaf f ect.ed by the other, the elecÈron iliffusion coefficient
can change depending on the relalive concentration of each

ionic species compared to the electron concentratíont7l.
Enerqy transfer The tranfer of energy to the plasma occurs

principally through the aclion of the electric field on the

eleclrons. In each colIisíon with heavy particJ.es, an elec-

tron's coherent motion is randomized. The heating effect,
although smalI, is thus cumulative. From a calorimetric
point of view electrons are heated by lhe electric field and

cooled by collisions with heavy parlicles.
rn a high frequency gas discharger ionization caused by

elec!ron collision is responsible for causing the breakdown

and for maintaining the discharge. The maximum kinetic ener-

gy for the oscillatory motion of an electron at the minimum

experimentally determined field strength is of the order of

1 meV. It is therefore obvious that the energy of oscilla-
tion is insufficíent to account for breakdown. In effect,
electrons gain random energy on each coLLision until they

are able to make an inelastic col.lision with a gas atom,

thus leading to ionization. If an electron rnakes an elastic
colLision at an appropiate time with respect to the phase of

the electric field, then its velocity and energy r¡ould con-

tinue to increase. In this way, electrons could reach ioniz-
ing energies at very low electric fields. This mechanism

seems to be accepted as the dominant ionization source in
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microwave discharges [28!. At such frequencies, the ampli-

tude of elecLron motion becomes very small even for large

fields. In addition, a large applied field can exist for a

longer period before the plasma screens it ou!.

The power dissipated per unit volume in the electron gas

by the el.ectronagnetic wave is given by

r/2 ( øJ3) Q,37')

where o- is the real part of the conductivity and E is lhet
peak arnplitude of the electric fie1d.

The Lorentz conductivity is given by [15]

o or* joi = ne2 ,/m( v. + itr ) =

(nez/n)t v"/( ,2*u2. )l - j(ne2 /n)Í. a/l^z*u!)J
(2.38a)

( 2.38b)

Taking the real part of the conductivity, we obtain

P=

P
2neE

I n"2n2o / 2m v.lt "?/( u2* 12 ¡ 1 (2.39a)

(2.3eb)

WheD 0>>vc Eq. (2.39a) reduces ùo

2
o

.2,. / 2m t¡

The energy absorbed by the electron is proportional to the

square of the electric field, and thus independent of í!s
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sign. This indicates that the average electron can continue

gaining energy in the field, despite the fact that it may be

moving eilher $ith or agains! the field.

2.2 FABRICÀTION OF AMORPHOUS SILICON FTLMS.

Amorphous solids lack long range periodic ordering in their
Iattice netr.rorks, but lhey have band gaps, analogous to

those for single crystal seniconductors, indicating that

short-range order remains in lhe amorphous network.

Amorphous silicon fíIms are tetrahedrally coordinated

and exhibit semiconductive properties. The chemical bonding

structure of a tetrahedrally bonded network does not allow

for flexibility. Therefore, an amorphous silicon network in-
volves dangling bonds or defect states. The electronic ac-

tivities of these unpaired localized states yield mid-gap

states in a material wiLh a relatively small density of dif-
fused band edge states. Bu!, the density of states (Ðos) in

the gap is very much dependent on the fabrication technique.

Techniques tha! a1low hydrogen incorporation into the a-Si

films have yieLded a-Si¡H films sensitive to doping, suit-
able for solar celI fabrication. Methods for preparation of

a-Si and a-Si:H films will be briefly revíewed, along with

their most relevant properties.
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2,2,1 Thermal evaporat ion.

SoIid material heaÈed to a sufficiently high temperature va-

porizes. The vapors may be condensed onto substrates. To en-

sure no contamination from arnbient gas atoms, silicon is

evaporâted under ultra high vacuum conditions, I0-1otor or

better. À large distance between the source and the sub-

strate is generally used to achieve good thickness uniformi-

ty. The ultra clean and smooth substrate is usually main-

tained at 250 to 300 "C during deposition. For high nelting
point materials, such as silicon, heating by electron bon-

bardment is used. Very high tenperatures are attainable by

this method. Since only the rnaterial close to the surface is
heatedr this method can also avoid contamination.

Vacuum evaporâted a-Si films have a high DOS in the gap.

Their optical and electrical properties are very much af-
fected by the ultimate vacuu¡n of the ultra-high vacuum sys-

tem and by the deposition rate. These properties have been

correlated with oxygen incorporation into the films [4,5].

2.2.2 SÞutter inq

The sputlering process, in which atoms are ejected from the

surface of a mâterial by high energy ioníc bombardment, can

be used for t,he depositíon of a-Si films. À glow discharge

is a convenient method of producing a significant flux of

gas ions. The "target" material subjected to ionic bombard-

ment is normally a prefabricated polycryslalline wafer, or
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compressed powder. The ion impact may set up a series of

collisions between alons of the target, possibly leading to

the ejection of some of these atoms, which, under the right
circunstances, move through space until they strike and con-

dense on the substrate. Argon, or other inert gas, is used

as the sputtering gas in order to avoid chemical reactions

with the target or the growing film. Àrgon atoms have been

found entrapped in sputtered siLicon fíIns up to a concen-

tration of one alomic percent [35]. The argon content in the

film decreases with gas pressure. This suggests that neutral

aloms and ions lose energy in gas phase collisions, which

reduces the chance for shallow Ar irnplantation [35].
Àmorphous silicon films prepared by sputtering in argon

always appear to have a high DOS in the gap, in particular
at the energy of the Fermi level. The deliberate incorpora-

tion of hydrogen into a-Si during its production by sputter-

ing has been shown to lead to dramatic differences in prop-

erties from those of unhydrogenated silicon. For example,

the spin densiÈy and the electrical conductivily are both

decreased by several orders of magnitude and the absorption

edge is shif t,ed to higher energy by several tenths of an eV

[35,10,11]. Films are usually prepared in a rf glow dis-
charge of a gas mixture of argon and hydrogen. Unhydrogen-

ated a-Si films prepared by sputtering techniques have simi-

Iar properties to those prepared by thermal vacuum

evaporat i on .
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For â fulI review on the different sputtering techniques

for thin film deposition. the reader is refered to the book

of J.L. vossen and J.J. Cuomo[44].

2.2,3 Chemical vaÞor Deposition (CVD).

Chemical vapor deposit,ion has been used extensively for the
growth of epitaxial layers of silicon and germanium from the

thermal decomposition (pyrolysis) of the parent gases, si-
lane (SiH4 ) and germane ( ceH4 ). tn Cvo, the volatile com-

pound of the substance to be deposited is vaporized, and the

vapor is thermally decomposed or reacted with other gases al
the subslrate to yield non volatile reaction products which

deposit atom by atom on the substrate. Àn excellent review

on C\,'ll has been published by w. Kern and V.S. Ban in refer-
ence [44].

Silane is a colorless gas whích ignites spont.aneously

when released into the âtmosphere. its boiting point is 16I

'K and its melting point is 88 'K. The mixture of silane and

air is explosive over a wide range of compositions. Silane
has a positive free heat of formation which is about +2.5

kilocalories per moIe. The pyrolylic reaction

( 2.40 )

is appreciable at temperatures above 600 .C and is accompa-

nied by the formation of smal1 amounls of polymers, such as
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disilane (Si2 H6), trisilane ( Si3 H8 ), etc. The standard

free energy of decomposition for t,his reaclion is -12 KcaI

per mole at 300 oK and -40 kcal per mole at 1400 "K.

Doped a-Si films have been grown by thermally decompos-

ing a silane-phosphine mixture at 650 oC for the n-type or

silane-diborane míxture ät 550 "C for the p-type a-Si:H

films [42,16i. Hirose et a].. [16] have reported that phos-

phorous doping of CVÐ a-Si films can remove a significant
port ion of gap states as r,¡ell as rnost of the electron spin

resonance ESR centersr and that hydrogen ion implantation

remarkably enhances doping efficiency and drastically in-
creases photoconductivíty.

2.2.4 Plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition, PECVD.

Electrons in the glow discharge possess sufficient energy to

break molecular bonds. Thus, chemical reactions can occur at

a relatively low temperaLure, typical deposition tempera-

lures being 200 to 300 'C. Conventíonal CVD requires a much

higher tenperature, which may be inappropriate for certain
substrate materiaLs or device structures. The films that are

deposited by pJ.asma reactions are usually amorphous in na-

ture.
Àmorphous silicon films deposited by glow discharge de-

composiLion of silane gas is highly hydrogenated, and they

are in fact silicon-hydrogen alloy fiIms. Their properties

depart drasticalJ.y from the unhydrogena!ed film deposited by
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the methods previously described. The importance of a-Si:H

films was not fuLly realized until Spear and Le Comber suc-

ceded ín doping them in 1975 [39]. Amorphous silicon films

produced by this deposition method have several remarkable

properties, such as large photoconductivity and excess car-

rier Iifetime, efficient photo and electroluminescence, and

Iow concentration of unpaired spins (dangling or unsaturaled

bonds). These desirable properties are not so much due to

the absence of structural defects, but due to the high con-

centration of hydrogen atoms, which is of the order of

ro22 cn-3 (between 10 and 35 atomíc percent). This ís about

a hundred times larger than the maxinum number of dangling

bonds which has been observed in unhydrogenated a-Si. The

hydrogen Ís therefore not jusl playíng a role in saturating

dangling bonds, but also in modifyíng the whole structure,

so that the naterial becomes indeed, a silicon-hydrogen aI-
Ioy. Films with similar opticaL anil electrical characteris-

tics can be prepared equally well by radio frequ"n"y spuå-

tering in the presence of hydrogen [35,34]

In the glow discharge there are many species with more

than enough energy to rupture any chemical bond. Complête

bond scrambling can occur, and often bonding is found in the

deposit which exists nowhere in any reactant. The sÈorm of

energelic electrons and ions tears the reactants apart

[17,31]. Since most, of the resulting fragments are them-

selves reactive, their reassembly to form a produc! film
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trill be almost random. This aspect of PECVD makes close con-

trol of all variables irnperative for reproducible results,
but it has its advantãges too. I! is possible to adjust the

composition, and lhe physical or electrical properLies of a

film over a considerable range, much more readiLy lhan with

other deposition rnethods.

Once chemically reactive species have been generated in

the discharge, a wide varíety of reactions can occur. Homo-

geneous reactions which influence the composition of the

discharge may be as f ollor+s.

Ionization

as well as ionization of radicals SiH, Siltz, SÍH3, and of

H2. These reactions are important to sustain the discharge.

Electron attachment.

siH4 + e----> SiHl

SiH4 + e ----> SiH4

+2e (z . et)

(2,42)

çt, çt\" ' \È¡
as weII as the el,ectron attachment to radíca1s. These reac-

tions represent one of the means by which the discharge los-
es electrons, the rnain one being collisions ['ith the walls

and eLectrodes.

Ðissociation. These are the most important reactions for
the properties of lhe deposited films, since they are re-



sponsible for the hydrogen generation

di ssoc iat ion reactions are [25]:

Si (so]-)+z ur(gas)

Si (soI .) +3/2 Hr(gas)

Sit{3 ( solid)
SiH, (solid) +s (gas)
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The most f r equen t

(2 .47 )

( 2.48 )

Q.49)
(2.50)

siH

siH

siH

SiH

(2 ,431

Q.44)
(2.45)

(z ,46)

4

4

4

4

+ e (> 3.5 eV)----> SiH3 + H + e

+ e (> 6.9 ev)----t SiH2 + 2H + e

+ e (>10.4 eV)----> SiH + 3H + e

+ e (>14 eV)----> Si + 4H + e

The radicals SiHr, SiHr, and SiH are unstable and may be de-

composed by colrisions with electrons.

Heterogeneous reactions occur at the substrate surface

and at the walls. Some of then are given as follows:

S iHo (gas)

SiHr(9as)

etc. , but

Sittr(9as)

SiHr(9as)

--surface-->
--surface-->

also

--sur face-->

--surface-->

etc.
The rate constants of these reactions depend on the

properties of the colliding species and the nature of the

substrate and its temperature Í,221 . Àccording to Knights

l22J LL.e growth model for the a-Si:H film may be as follows.

Substrate dependent nucleation is followed by the growth of

islands until the island boudaries are in close proximity.

Depending on the surface chemical reacÈions and energy mini-
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mizationf two extreme situations may arise. In the first an

(SiH2)n polymer phase forns, which provides an elastic bond

over at least part of the inLerfaces. Defects are probably

located on or near these interfaces and residual stress in
the structure is minimal. The second situation can be visu-
alized inilially in the absence of hydrogen as being the

coalescence of a seríes of continuous random network struc-
Lures of diameter approximately t00 Àngstroms. This would on

the average create partly bridged interfaces !+'ith a large

number of dangling and strained bonds. Hydogenation of these

interfaces would result in the removaÌ of the dangling bonds

and probably the scissíon of some of the more strained
bonds, but ¡,¡ould still leave some stress in the structure
and an inhonogeneous distribution of both defects and hydro-

gen. The model of Barna et al. [6] assumes nucleation and

growth via the capture of mobile species that tend to satis-
fy the maximum number of dangling bonds. Knights [22], using

Barnas'mode1, has concluded that â major difference between

evaporation and glow discharge deposition is the enhanced

surface mobility in the latter. Knights has proposed that
the diffusing species are SiH3 and SiH2, and that because

they have one or two dangling bonds, their strenglh of at-
tachment to a surface site would be low and the mobility
high. Furthermore, plasma deposition permits island coales-

cence to be almost perfect under cerLain conditions.
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2,3 THE PECVD SYSTEMS.

Because of the Largely empirical operation and control of

plasma processing, it is worthy to give a brief account of

the equipment and deposition parameters involved in the

PECVD systems. Present commercial-scaIe equipment, such as

those used in silicon integrated circuit processing, is aI-
most always of the Reinberg radial-flow type, with a deposi-

tion chamber as shown schematically in Fi9. 2.2. Typical di-
ameter of lhe deposition chamber is about 60 cm, and the

intereleclrode distance is about 5 to 7 cm. This size of the

chamber can handle up to twenty five wafers of 3 inches in

diameter. Tube reactors have not satisfied the film thick-
ness uniforrni!y requirements. Ðeposition râtes are commonly

in the range of 2 to 80 Àngstroms per minute. The totâ1 gas

flow, which depends on the size of the system and the film
deposited, is in the range of 5 to 100 sccm. The gas pres-

sure is limited at the lower end by the mean free path i it
should not be so low that collisions could become too infre-
quent, and lhis sets the lower end at about 0.1 torr. On the

other hand, if the pressure is higher than about 5 torr, fi-
Iamentary discharge and other plasma instabilities may ap-

pear. This would promote homogeneous nucieation since decom-

position then òccurs predominantly inside the plasma, rather

than at the substrate surface [13]. Residence time in the

plasma is only about one second. Deposition efficiency is
Iow, as it is with most glow discharge chemical vapor depo-
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sition reactions. Less than 20* of. the reactant species may

end up as deposited filns; the remainder produces a collec-
tion of disposal and maintenance problems.

2.3,I Standard requirement for PECVD systems.

The main conponents of a PECVD system are the deposition

chamber, the energy source for lhe plasna, gas network, vac-

uum system, and the safety valves, shieldings, and inter-
locks. The requirement for each cornponent, and for the sys-

tem as a ¡chole, depend on the main use, but they are also

dictated by experience in making lhe equipment as safe and

reLiable as possible for ils operalors. For experinental

equipment I many of the reguirements can be relaxed, relying

on the knowledge and the patience of the operators.

Deposition chamber. Deposition charnbers should be built
with high quality materials, such as stainless steel and

quartz, in order lo wilhstand baking at high t,emperature.

Vacuum seaLs should be made of copper if they are to be

baked to 400 'C, or vilon O-rings \,¡hen not exposed to high

lemperature or to the plasma. The deposition chamber should

be provided with a substrate holder (or table) that could

accomodate a heater so that the subst,rates couLd be heated

to 350 oC or more. À shutter should be provided to ¡nask the

substrates or the film against unwanted impurities arising
from initial instabiLities of the discharge, and to ensure

reliable and constant deposition conditions throughout lhe
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fabrication period. An electrical feedthrough is needed for

heater, thermocouples, plasma probes, and plasma trigger

electrode connections. Windows for visual observation of the

plasma are a necessity, but they are also desirable for OES'

oplical absorp!ion spectroscopy OÀS, and for microwave plas-

ma diagnosis (reflection, !ransmission' scattering, etc. ).

Ouartz windows should be used to allow for ullraviolet OES.

Other requirenents for the chamber should be:

1. Electrodes accurately parallel and flat, with adju-

stable spac i ng .

2. High and low vacuum gauges,

3. Isolation transformer for resistance heaters.

4. Ready access to all parts of the chamber for clean-

ing.

5. Provision for fast and symmetrically uniform disper-

sal of gas stream.

Gas stream preparation. Gas mixtures should be prepared in

a totally enclosed and ventilated area if hazardous gases

are to be used. The plumbing should be designed to permit

leak isolation and location, with provisions for purging gas

lines back to the tank valve. Automatic flow control via

mass flowmeters for a flow range 0 to 1000 ccprn are desira-

bIe. Gas line submicron filters and purification facilities
for each gas line are needed for critical applications where

impur i t íes are a concern.

jì'ìr+ lln(rer.riiy
;rf if ait iir:T:;,¡

l,íf,ìiì:,qii ìr::fi
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Vacuum systems. Deposition processes impose harsh require-
ments on vacuum pumping system because of the corrosive na-

ture of the gases employed. Ðepending on the desired fi1m,

the gases may be SiH4, NH3, PH3r AsH3 r N2r and 02, or mix-

tures of these. The producls of decompositíon may include H2

Oz, H, and O. The vacuun system is also reguired Lo handle

colloidaI SiOr, SirNO and siLicaLe particles, which can be

ín the effluent going to the pump. It is evident that the

effluent. leaving lhe reâctor and entering the vacuum systern

may be corrosive, flammable, explosive, toxic, or may tend

to form gummy deposits in the pump. Vacuum purnps should be

able to pump up to 300 cfm or more, depending on the size of

the reactor and the operaling pressure.

A diffusion pump should be incorporated in the system to

reach an ultimate vacuum of 10-6 torr or better, prior to

deposition. À mechanical pump of the rotary piston type can

withstand the effect of particulate mat,ter and chemical cor-
rosion without excessive maintenance and curtailed pump

Iife. À mechanical pump equipped with a roots blower extends

the vacuum operation range to 10-3 torr and reduces oi1 va-

por backstreaming from the rotary pump ínto the discharge.

Other desirable features are:

L. Vibratíon-isolation from deposition chamber.

2. Large, cleanable particulate trap upstream of the

pumps .
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3. Chemically inerÈ oilr such as Fomblin or Halocarbon,

for the pumps .

4. Exhaust nith purging capability and failure alarm.

5. Ready access to the pumps for frequen! pump oil
changes.

6. Closed loop chamber pressure control via motor driven

lhrottle va1ve.

Enerqy source for plasma. Power supplies for glow discharg-

es can be of many different types. Most of lhe PECVD systems

are driven by rf power at a frequency of 13.5 MHz, but there

are reports about sysLems operating at freguencies from dc,

t0 knz [12], to microwave range [321. The power level is
sma1l, typically t0-20 w. Deposition rale does appear to be

affected by the pulsing of the high frequency power [14,45].

Safety considerations. À number of safety procedures in

dealing with plasma systems must be enforced strictly. Gases

that are contained in cylinders should be trealed with the

utmost respect. !.7orking with compressed gases, we need to be

specially aware of the physical staÈe of the material inside

the cylinders, the chemical hazards of the material, the

physical. hazards of the cylinder itself, and the proper

safety precautions pertaining to the use of the material and

its cylinder. The physical characteristics of a gas or liq-
uid may constrain the design of the physical system. The re-

action products of a plasma process may deterrnine reguire-

ments for cold traps, the type ând number of punps used, the
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Ievel of gas monitor sophistÍcation, or the use of endpoint

detection. The flammability of a material will determine

whether the gas cabinet in which the cylinder is placed re-

quires positive pressure of an agent other than air to flush

the exhaust; or whether a burn-box should be used on the ex-

hausL side of the reâctor to avoid the possibility of gas

accumuLation and possible explosion. Cylinders containing

flammable malerials should be electrically grounded to avoid

static charge accumulation. But, the most important single

safety factor is the awareness of the workers of every pos-

sibility of risk, along wilh an understanding of lhe physi-

cal and chemical processes going on in the different sec-

tions of the system.

2.3.2 Microwave hardware.

The main type of generators capable of producing power suit-
able for plasna chemical v¡ork are magnetrons, klystrons,

backward wave oscillalors (BwO), and travelling wave tubes

(rhlr).

Magnelrons are diodes ín which a magnetic field is ap-

plied at right angles to the electric field between the ca-

thode and the anode. The tuned circuit incl.uded in the lube

takes thê forn of cylindrical cavities opening into the cen-

tral portion via narrow sIits. The magnetron is a fixed fre-
quency generator with a power range from about 100 W to over

3kl? at 2.45 cHz. They are simple to operate, rugged, have
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good efficiency, and are relatively low priced. The upper

frequency range of magnetrons and klystrons extends to above

50 GHz. However, the physical size of waveguide and resonant

cavities imposes practical Linits to the frequency that can

be used for discharge work, and this limit probably is at

about 10 GHz.

Many magnetrons and klystrons are designed for pulsed

operation in radar units. Typícal pulse widths are 0.01-5.0

microseconds, and repetition rates are from 200-10000 per

second. Because power is dissipated only during the pulse,

it is possible to obtain very high pulse output from rela-

tively small tubes. Typical peak power outputs range from

severaL kilowatts for sma1I tubes to many megawatts. Not a

great deal of research has been done on the effects of pulse

power in discharges. shaw [37] has reported no significant
difference between cw and pulse power in Lhe producion of

atomic hydrogen at frequencies of 3 and 9 GHz, with average

powers of 5-300 9l. Yasuda [45] has reported tha! for organic

compounds pJ.asma polymerization the pulsing of the high fre-
guency power does have an effect on deposition rates: the

polymerization rate could be either increased or decreased

by as much as 100å, depending on the structure of the starÈ-

ing compound. Pulsed rf díscharge has been used for studyíng

the growth kinetics of a-Si:H films by Hamasaki et at. [14].
They have found that the growth rate of a-Si:!l and the hy-

drogen content of the films do not depend on the repetition
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frequency of the modulated rf excitation, but the deposition

rate is increased with the duty cyc1e, while lhe hydrogen

content remains unchanged. They interpreted their results as

due to the fact that the gas phase polymerization is not

predominanl in the silane plasma' and that the growth takes

place through the heterogeneous reactions of adsorbed chemi-

cal species on the substrate surface.

B!{Os can be tuned over the range 2:1 and are capable of

delivering several kilowatts of power. TI.?Ts are primari).y

amplifiers of rather Iimited power. I.ihile the last tno gen-

eraLors may be worthy of consideration, nagnetrons represent

the besl choice on the basis of cost and simplicity of po\'rer

requi rements.

Po!¡er adiustment. It is a characteristic of magnetrons that

a certain high voltage must be applied to the anode before

oscillation starts. Thereafter, a maximum Power is reached

at a voltage which may be l-0-15* hígher than the startíng

value. Power to the load may also be controlled by inserl-

ing a variable attenuator between the generator and the dis-

charge tuber but at power higher than 200 w, a wasteful

anount of energy must be dissipated.

Waveguide and wavequide resonators. Waveguides, which are

metal tubes usually of rectangular or círcular cross sec-

tion, are employed to transfer microwave energy. Since there

ís no radiation, and very Iittle dielectric loss, attenua-

tion of the power transmitted is very smal1. The rectangular
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section $¡aveguide is the one most commonly employed. Below

a certain frequency, known as the cut off frequency, a wave-

guide of a given size can not transfer energy. The cut off
wavelength, À , is given by ),_ = 2 b, where b is the larger

dimension in a rectangular waveguide of dimensions a and b.

In most waveguides, however, b instead of being made equal

Lo 
^c/2, 

is 0.7 ^", to allow for small variations in fre-
quency. The b dinension for a 500 l"trtz guide should be ap-

proximatelly 17.5 inches (44.45 cm) , which is physicalJ.y

rather large, and that for a 10 GHz guide is about 1inch,
which is as small as can be convenienlly used for discharge

work.

It ís possible for a guide to transmil energy of fre-
guencies higher than its cut-off frequency; includíng fre-
quencies that are multiples of the latter by means of more

complex modes lhan the fundamental, but a discussion of

these other modes is beyond the scope of the presen! chap-

If a short circuit is introduced into the waveguide at a

position that causes virtually total reflection of the ener-

gy travelling down the waveguide, standing !¡aves wiIl be set

up. A very satisfactory resonant cavity can be formed in

this way, and since there is no loss due to radiation, this
simple resonant cavity is nell suited to the production of

plasmas in gases. It may be used for this purpose by insert-
ing a quartz tube carrying the gas at a point of maximum
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electric field. The tube should be of guartz or vycor, both

of which have Low dielectric Loss at nicrowave frequencíes

and hence do not absorb apreciable por,rer; they also have

high melting points.

when the discharge tube is placed trãnsversally through

the waveguide, as shown in Fig. 2.3, the electric field,
which is responsible for accelerating the elect,rons in the

plasma, is oriented parallel to its axis. Hence the most en-

ergetic electrons wilL tend to be those moving in the direc-
tion parallel to the waLls of the tube, and thus sputlering
of the tube is reduced if not eliminated. In Fig. 2.3 the

short cylindrical metal tubes enclosing the discharge !ube

on either side of t,he waveguíde serve to prevent propagation

of the microwave energy along the tube, thus restricting the

fíeld to the interior of the guide.

Àt powers above 200-300 W, water-cooling of the guide

and guard tubes may be desirable. For Èhis purpose snall di-
ameter copper tubing is brazed onto the r,ra1ls. Forced-

draught cooling of the region of the reaction tube that is
within the guide may also be required, which may be effected

by blowing air through the guide itself via small holes in

the metal r+a11s, v¡hich neither radiate nor seriously affect
the tuníng.

One of the simplest forms of waveguide resonalor is
shown in Fig. 2,4, The microwave ênergy is fed in approxi-

malely one quârter wavelength from the closed end at a point
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which becomes a voltage anlinode. One haLf wavelength fur-
ther along the waveguide, openings are made to accommodate

the discharge tube, and the adjustable short crcuit ís

placed approximately one quarter waveLength beyond this
poínt.

Prolection of generators. Short circuits are deliberately
inlroduced in rnicrowave plasma chemistry systems to reflect
incident energy and to set up standing waves. Thus, consid-

erable reflected power could reach the magnetron unless some

sort of protection is introduced in the microwave syslem.

Devices such as isolators and circulators are frequently

used. Isolators are somewhat linited in their power handling

capabilities; while circulators, sínce they do not dissipate
power, may have higher rêtings and are more freguenlIy used.

Ideally, the load should absorb all the incident power, and

in fact it absorbs the greater part of it when impedance

matching is correct. But in plasma chemical applications

matching seldom happens: if the discharge extinguishes,

practically all the power may be reflected back into the

generator.



Chapter .I I I

MICROWAVE PLÀSMA CHEMÏCÀL VAPOR ÐEPOSITION
SYSTEMS.

The Materials and Devices Research Laboratory, at the Uni-

versity of Manitobâ, had previously developed a microwave

sputtering system that had succesfully spultered selenium

pellets and deposited anorphous selenium thin films [18].
FiIms were deposited on substrates placed in a deposition

chamber dislant from the plasma region Èo prevent substrate

bombardment. Later, we converted this sputtering system to a

microwave plasma chemical vapor deposition (MPCVÐ) system in

order to deposit silicon films from the plasma decomposition

of silane gas. Three different systen configurations have

been explored in the course of this work. The first two ãre

basically the same, wiÈh the exception of the direction of

flow of the gâs stream. To distinguish between them, the

first, two systems are referred !o as the "discharge tube-

chamber" configuration I and the "discharge tube-chamber"

configuration II, and the third one as the "shor! circuited
waveguide chambern configuralion; the latter is an entirely
different approach. In the following we shall describe the

microwâve generator, lhe vacuum syslem, the gas network, and

the exhaust system that are conmon to all three configura-

tions, and then conpare and discuss our approach with other

f iIm deposilion systems.

-52-
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3.1 THE pISCHÀRGE TUBE-CHÀMBER CONFIGURATION !.
3.1.L The díscharqe tube, the power supply, and lhe

c hambe r .

The microwave sputtering system' converted later to a plasma

chemical vapor deposition systern, is based on a coaxial line
type díscharge tube cavity as shown schematically in Fig.

3.L. It is basicalÌy a transiÈion from a waveguide to a co-

axial line. The outer conductor of the coaxial line is a

metallic cylinder attached to the H-plane of the waveguide

by a tapered section. A quartz discharge tube is inserted

coaxially to the metal cylinder. When the plasna frequency

is larger than the microwave excitation frequency the plasma

plays the role of the center conductor of the coaxial line.
Thus a cylindrical plasma uniform along the radius of the

discharge tube can be produced [19J.

The microwave power supply is guided by a rectangular

waveguide I,¡R-284 to the waveguide-coaxial line transition.
The microwave pol{er supply is based upon a magnetron: â

Phillips YJ 1160 coaxial output, vrater-cooled tube, matched

to a wR-284 waveguide. The average output power is 3 kw at a

frequency of 2.45 GHz under a pulsed oscillation mode. Using

a filLering circuit for the dc high vollage, contínuous-wave

microwave power up to 1000 w has been obtaíned. The ripple

on the microwave power is lower than 5å. À circulator and

dunmy 1oad, a directional coupler, and an E-H tuner are used

to control the microwave excitation por,rer, as shown in Fig.

3. i..
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One end of lhe discharge tube is coupled to the

deposition chamber which is a glass cylinder with an adju-

stable substrate holder inside it, and the other end is con-

nected to lhe pumping system, as shown in Fig. 3.2. An ulti-
mate vacuum better Èhan fO-6 torr can be attained in the

chamber.

3.1.2 The qas netv¡ork.

The gas network system was designed to neet the following

requ i remenl s:

1. Silanef gerrnane, hydrogen, and argon had to be safely

handled.

2. Gas mixtures could be accurately prepared.

3. Pressures and flow could be reliable measured.

4. Contanination, due to background gases in lhe 1ínes,

could be reduced to an acceptable level.
5. cases of commercial semiconductor grade could be fur-

ther purified.
6. Unreacted gases or products of decomposítion could be

safely disposed of.
7. In spite of the safety requirernenls and the research

requirements, the gas network could be affordable.

Some of the components used in the final design are shown in
Ei^ ? ?

These str ingent

to be leak proof and

requirements imply that the system had

vacuurn !ight, with components cãpable
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to nithstand pressures as high as 6000 psig and vacuun of

10-6 torr. The toxicity and flammability of some gases such

as silane and germane dictated the materials to be used in

lines and components. Gas Iines, fittings, valves, gauges

and flowmeters were specified as 316 stainless steel con-

struction, r+ith teflon sittings for valves, and no pocket

volumes in valves, regulators, gauges, or 1ínes. Cross

purge assemblies were used at the cylinder connections of

aIf spontaneously flammable gases. Air operated valves, that

could be turned off either fron the experimental bench or

from the access door to the laboratory were installed in
each Iine supplyíng hazardous gases. Check valves were in-
stalled in order to avoid inadvertent flow of gases to inert
gas lines, or feedback loops between exhausted gas lines and

regions under vacuum. Gas line submicron fifters and Hydrox

purifiers were used to further purify commercial semiconduc-

tor purity gases. À dynamic gas mixture unit, capable of

mixing silane, germaner argon, and hydrogen gases was used.

Facilities for sta!ic gas mixture, with high accuracy pres-

sure gauges were also incorporated into the system.

Exhaust gases were disposed of by scrubbing them through

a caustic solution ( 108 sodium hydroxide ) in five gas

washíng bottles, and then delivering any rernaining 9âs,

mainly hydrogen, through a l/4 inch stainl-ess steel tube all
the way up to the roof of the building where they spontane-

ously ignited and burned in contact with the air. The ex-
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hausted gases were previously diluted with nitrogen. Nitro-

gen was also used for purging the exhaust line, while the

resl of the Iines were purged with helium, which also served

to check the lines for leaks by using a helium leak detec-

tor.

3.1.3 Expe rimentaL work

The first series of experiments ¡¡as conducted using configu-

ration I of the microwave sputtering systen as shown in

Figs. 3.t and 3.2. The gas mixture was admitted to the dis-

charge tube in the microwave cavity and Èhen into the depo-

sition chamber. The configuration had previously been used

as an sputtering system using argon or hetium gases []81. A

stable argon gas discharge was obtained at a pressure of 0.1

torr, an incident power of 200 w, and a reflected power of

100 }l. Subslrates were placed on the substraÈe holder in the

deposition chamber and maintained at room temperature. In-

stead of placíng selenium pellets in the discharge tube, as

the sputtering deposition required, a gas mixture of 108 si-
lane in argon was fed to the discharge tube. with this gas

mixture, it was quite difficult to trigger the discharge;

and even when it could be triggered a higher level of power

was required for mainlaining the plasma. Àn initial stable

discharge was obtained with 620 W incident power ' 55 w re-

flected power, and 60 mtorr pressure. À silicon film start-
ed to deposit on the inner walls of lhe discharge tube,
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nainly at the input of the cavity, and as the film grew

thicker, the deposition moved toward the center of the cavi-

ty but no film was deposited on the substrates.

The microwave energy was very efficient in dissociating

the silane gas, ât least at that level of por¡er. The disso-

ciation occured as soon as the silane molecules met the

plasma, and the dissociation products diffused a short dis-
tance, in both directions, along the discharge tube and con-

densed on its walls. The T-shaped discharge tube, the micro-

v¡ave cavity, and the deposition chamber are shown

photographically in Fi9. 3.4.
. Since the silane molecules disssociate as soon as lhey

enter the cavity regíon, it is reasonable to believe that if
the deposition chamber were placed at the side where the si-
lane gas enters the cavity, then silicon could be deposited

on the substrates. In fact, the diffusion of the plâsma

species is symmetric, and their thermal velocity ( typically
104 cm/sec ) is much higher than the flow velocity of the

gas stream ( at a fLow of L00 sccm and a pressure of 0.1

torr, the gas stream ve).ocity is around 90 cm,/sec ). Then,

it is not surprising to observe silicon deposition in the

discharge tube which backstreams the gas flow direction.
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3.2 ÐISCHARGE TUBE-CI{AMBER CONFIGURATION iI

In this configuration the gas mixture nas fed to the deposi-

tion chamber as shown in Fig. 3.5. Substrates were placed on

a hoLder facing the discharge tube and the cavity as shovrn

photographically in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7. Figure 3.8 shows also

photographically a partial view of this configuration in-

cluding the chamber mounted on an optical bench, part of the

gas network, the flowmeters, valves, and the gas inlet to

the depos i t ion chamber.

Às substrate temperature is known to be an important

deposition parameter in controlling the properties of a-Si:H

thin films, a substrate heater and thermocouples were incor-

porâted into the deposition chamber, ând the substrate temp-

erature could be set and maintained in the range of 25-400

"c. It h'as not possible to obtain a stable plasma with an

arbitrary combination of gas flow rate, pressure, gas mix-

ture, and microwave power. Nevertheless, the microwave power

could be varied between 400 and 700 lJ, and the gas pressure

between 0.1 to 0.3 torr.
The best means of controlling lhe deposition rate was by

varying the distance between substrate and discharge tube.

Deposition rates were readily controlled between approximat-

1y 50 and 500 Àngstroms per minute by this method. An addi-

tional factor of imporlance to the fiLn properties was the

invasion of the deposition chamber by the pl-asma. This was

.primarí1y controlled by varying the short circuit at the op-
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posite end of the cavity, t,he microwave povrer, and the gas

pressure.

This configuration proved to be satisfactory from the

point of view of yielding acceptable deposition rates of

a-Si¡H films, good thickness unífornity, and structural in-
tegríty of the deposited fiLms.

However, the optical and electronic properties of the

films, which will be presented in Chapter IV, show consis-

tently large optical gaps, low dark conductivity, and low

photoconductivity. These a-Si:H film properties have been

correlated to a high oxygen content of the fihns [38,e,24).
This was originally thought to be due to leaks in the gas-

flow system. After all sections of the gas network rrere

carefully checked by means of a heliun leak dettector and

all vacuum seeals were replaced with new viton seals to en-

sure no leakage, t,he oxygen contamination of the silicon
fiLms still remained. Later we found that the degree of this
cont,amination was dependent upon the deposition paramet,ers,

and in partícular, ôfì increase in substrate temperature

causes an increase in the oxygen concentration in the films.
Also when. the plasma was allowed to invade the deposition

chamber from the discharge tube as shown in Fig. 3.9, the

oxygen concentration was reduced. Based on this clue, the

source of oxygen was found to be the microwave plasma etch-

ing of the walls of the quartz discharge tube.
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The evidence for this conclusion is that the tube has been

etched non-uniforniJ.y along its Length, ïith the maxinum

etching rate at the deposition enil of the nicrowave cavity

as shown in Fig. 3.10. IÈ is believed that the nain cause of

the plasna etching of the discharge tube is the orientation

of the electric fíeld in the coaxial line type nicrowave

cavity. The cylÍndrical pipe and the plasma in the discharge

tube act as the outer and inner conductors of a coaxial

Iine, respec!ivily. This coaxial cavity is coupled vía a

cylindrical taper to the H-plane of the waveguide. The elec-

tric fietd that is parallel to the walls of the discharge

tube in the waveguide is forced to take a radial direction

in the coaxÍa1 cavity, thus becoming perpendicular to the

discharge tube wa11s. Às the electrons are accelerated

along the electric f ielil ín the plasna, the ¡nost energetic

electrons tend to be those travelling in the directíon of

the electric field, which ís perpendicular to the walls of

lhe discharge tube. Kato eÈ aI. [19] have rneasured the radi-

al Iight intensity distríbution for this coaxial line cavity

and founil a higher electron ternperature, or higher electron

density, close to the walIs of the discharge tube. Taggart

[31] has reported for a si¡nilar configuration that no sput-

tering of the discharge tube takes place if the electric
fíeld is dÍrected parallel to the ¡ralls of the discharge

tube, but a piece of silica placed inside the discharge tube

soon dissapears in contacÈ $ith Èhe plasna, and the deposíts
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could be observed on the Halls of the discharge tube. There-

fore, plasma etching of the discharge tube turns out to be

the l!!lllÐE!Þ! Iimilation to this systen configuration.

One other disadvantage of this configuration is the

build-up of silicon deposits on the discharge tube, which

absorbs the micro¡vave power, and gives rise to plasma insla-

bilities. The deposition parameters have to be continuousÌy

adjusted in order to excite the plasma, while the filn grows

thicker on the wa1ls of lhe discharge tube. Eventually, the

absorption of lhe microwave power prevents further excita-

tion of the plasma, and thus prevents further deposition. e

solution to the silicon build-up problem on the discharge

tube is to inserÈ a thin quartz or stainless steel tube'

concentricaLly with the discharge tube. Kato et al. t20l

have reported that by feeding the silane gas into the inner

tube and pure argon int,o the outer discharge tube, the dis-

sociation of sÍ1ane is prevented fron happening in the dis-

charge tube, and thus, the silicon build-up is solved. À1-

though this method may solve the silicon build-up, it

enhances the contamination problem by providing a second

source of impurities: lhe inner discharge tube.
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3.3 THE SHORT-CIRCUITED I{ÀVEGUIDE CHÀMBER CONFIGURATION.

The sputtering of the discharge tube wall places a fundamen-

tal limitation upon the use of the discharge tube-chamber

configuration for MPCVD of pure seniconductors. The micro-

wave power ranged from 400 to 700 W for maintaining a stable
pJ.asma condilion. Most of t,his power either goes to heating

of the apparâtus, or is radiated to the surroundings, in-
cluding the operators of the syslem. The level of radiated

nicrowave power reached up to 10 mW/cm , making the system

quite unsafe. The fluctuaÈions of the plasma conditions

forced the operators to re-adjust, the tuning of the cavity,
and thus, expose themselves to high ¡nicrowave radiation 1ev-

els.
For aII the reasons mentioned above we have developed a

new system configuration which solves the problems of the

discharge tube-chamber conf iguration. Prelirninary experímen-

ta1 data shows some desirable features. À prototype of this
system, referred to as the nshort-circuited waveguide cham-

bern configuration, is shown schematically in Fig. 3.11 and

phoLographically in Figs. 3.12. It, is basically a 12 inches

Iong, type WR-284 waveguide, vacuum sealed at both ends by

tno quartz windows. One of the sindows is used for feeding

the microwave por{er into the chamber, and the other for vís-
ua1 observation of the plasma and for OES studies. The wave-

guide chamber is short circuited by a copper mesh fine
enough to prevent any poi{er from being radiated and not to
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Figure 3.13s A vier of silane plasma
cha¡nber.

in the waveguide
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disturb the OES of the plasma. Figure 3.13 shows a vie!¡ of

the plasma through the quartz nindow and the short-circuit-
ing mesh. À gas inlet port, a vacuum port, and an electric
feedthrough are fitted to the E-side of the chamber. The

charnber can be baked up to 200'C with an external eleclric
heater attached to the H-side of the chamber. À magnetic

field can be applied along the axis of the chamber by a co-

axially nounted coil to confine the plasma and reduce the

bornbardment of the growing film by energetic electrons, as

well as to reduce the sputtering of the chamber walls. This

system operates at a microwave power of 10 w, which is more

than an order of magnilude lower than that required for the

discharge tube-chamber configuration. The short-circuited
waveguide chamber configuration also aIlows the substrates

to be placed with their surfaces eilher parallel or normal

to the direction of the eleclric field in the waveguide op-

erating in the T{O mode.

Hydrogenated amorphous silicon films have been deposited

that show reasonable thickness uniformity and optical and

electronic properties, which wiIl be discussed in Chapter

Iv. Of course further improvements of the system to optimize

aIl deposition parameters may show some special advantages

of this new microwave deposítion technique over the conven-

tionaL rf glow discharge CVÐ systems.



Chapter Iv

THE EFFECTS OF DEPOSITION PÀRÀMETERS ON THE
PROPERTI ES

OF HYÐROGENATED ÀMORPHOÜS SILTCON FILMS.

Hydrogenated amorphous silicon films have been fabricated by

the decomposition of silane gas in a dc or rf 91ow dis-

charge. Hovtever, several attempts have been made to fabri-

cate these alloy films ab microwave frequencies' Àt such

high frequencies, the plasrna constituenÈs would no longer be

able to fo]low the electric field oscillations. To the best

of our knowledge, the films have powdery aspects, low pho-

toconductivities, and very high ímpurity contents [9]' x-

ray microanalysis of the deposited films, oES of plasmas'

and etching of the structures by the plasma yield evidence

of the sources of contaminants in two distinct rnicrowave

generator- deposition chamber configurations. The optical

and electronic properties of the films fabricated using the

configurations discussed in the previous chapter are consís-

tent with the contâminants detected' and show dramatic im-

provements when Èhe microwave power is reduced and the plas-

ma is conf inect by a dc magnetic field. FiIm samples prepared

using the second configuration, the short-circuiÈed wave-

guide chanber, reveal a film quality conparable to that of

rf gtow discharge deposited films. Preliminary studies on

77
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films deposited using the short- circuited waveguide cham-

ber, on substrates with their surfaces parallet to the elec-

tric field (vertical samples, or V) and normal to the elec-

tric f ielil (horizontal sampÌes, or H) have different opÈi-

cal, electricaJ., morphological, and compositional properties

. À definite advantage of microwave plasma excitation over

dc or rf excitation appears to be a very much faster deposi-

!ion rate.

4.]. CHÀRÀCTERIZATION TECHNIOUES.

The optical, electronic, and rnorphological properties of the

films have been investigated by the following techniques.

1. The transmission spectrum was measured with a Cary 14

spectrophotometer r¡hich has the following features:

L'avelength range' 300-2600 nm; resolution, 3 Ang-

stronsi and reproducibitity, within 0.5 Àngstroms '

.From the transmission spectrun the absorption coeffi-

cient, optica). gap, B value, E04 value, and film

thickness were determined.

2, Dark conductivity and photoconductivity were measured

using a Keithley 602C elecÈrometer.

3. The unifor¡nity and homogeneity of the surface and the

cross-section of the films were studied by neans of

an ISI model II scanning electronic microscope (sEM)

with a Robinson backscattered detector, and a charge

f ree anticontarninatíon unit.
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The impurity concentrations in the films were meas-

ured with a PGT Systen III, energy dispersive x-ray

nícroanalyzer in conjunction wíÈh the sEM, which is

capable of detecting impurities wiLh atomic number

higher than 9, in concentrations greaÈer than 0.19*.

The structure of the films was examined by means of a

Phillips x-ray diffraction systen with a chromium

target and a divergent slit of one ilegree.

Thê absorp!ion spectrum in the infrared was measured

using a Nicolet Fourier Transform Infrared Spectro-

photoneter. From these data hydrogen and oxygen in-
corporation in Èhe deposited films were detersrined.

Optical Enission spectrometry (oES) of the plasma was

nonitored and recorded during deposition Èo ensure

the reproducibility of the deposition conditions, and

to detect traces of impurities sputtered from the

chamber structures, contaminants in the gas phase,

and varíous species of the plasma chemistry.

À Gãertner type L119 ellipsometer and a model LI35I.l

Babinet-Soleil compensator were used in conjunction

wiLh a Bausch-Lomb grating monochromator and a xenon

ligh! source for the neasurements of the complex re-

fractive index of the filns.

6

7

I
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4.2 PHYSICÀL PROPERTIES OF THE FILMS.

Thickness un i formi Films fabrÍcated by both configura-

tíons exhibited good !hickness uniformity and structural in-
legrÍty, as shor¡n photographically in rig. 3.7 for the dis-
charge tube-chamber configuration, and in Fig. 4.LB for the

waveguide chamber. The filns also exhíbited excellenÈ adher-

ence to the substrate for netaIIic, glass, crystalline Si,

and polyethylene subst rates .

Film structure. The structure of Èhe films was confirned to
be amorphous by x-ray diffraction . Typical resulls for
a-Si:H are given in Fig. 4.1. This radial distribution
function is typical of amorphous structures.

Gross contamination. The results from energy dispersíve x-

ray microanalysis of the first batch of films deposited by

the chamber-discharge tube configuration show clearly that a

number of impurities are present in the fiIm, notably alurni-

num as shown in Fig. 4.2. The aluminum impurities nay be

due to sputtering of aluminum components of the deposítion

chamber by the mícro¡rave plasrna. However, after replacing

all undesirable metallic components in the chamber with

stainless steel parts, and $ith nicrowave power reduced, the

concentrations of contaminants were reduced to a level unde-

tectable by the x-ray microanaLyzer. It should be noted that

the energy dispersive x-ray analyzer was incapable of de-

tecting impurities with atomic number smaller than 9, and ire

had to use the IR spec t rophotorne t ry for the detection of ox-

ygen contamination and hydrogen incorporation in the fiIms.
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Figure 4.1: Typical x-ray diffraction of a-Si:H fiIms.
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Figure 4.3: Composition of a-Si:H fíln showing Cu
contaminat ion.
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In the short-circuited waveguide chamber configuration,

the oxygen content of the films was reduced to a 1evel unde-

tectable by oES of the plasma, buÈ oxygen was still observ-

able in the IR spec t rophotomet ry of the fi1ms. Neverthe-

less, the fihns were very much irnproved based on lhe results

of dark conductivity and photoconductivity. These films

were deposited with microwave povers one order of magnitude

lower than in the chamber-discharge lube configuration. How-

ever, in the first batch of the films copper appeared to be

the primary impurily as shown in Fig. 4.3. }lith subsequenÈ

depositions the copper contamination was not detecÈable by

x-ray microanalysis, as shown in Fi9. 4.4 because the wave-

guide chamber became coated with silicon from preceding

runs. It should be noted that copper was also detected by

the OES of the plasma during the deposition of the first
batch of the a-Si:H films.

It should be mentioned tha! x-ray microanalyses of our

microwave films have never revealed the presence of argon in

the films, which we have readily detected in sputtered

a-Si:H. The reason for this difference is not known at the

present time. Àrgon $as not incorporated in microwave depos-

ited fiIns, even when the gas stream composition i{as 908 ar-

gon, and L0* sílane, by volume.

Morpholoqy of the films. FiIms prepared by the chamber-dis-

charge lube configuration showed a general smooth fracture

surface, and elsev¡here, evidence of fracture similar to that
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seen in glasses. The films prepared by the microwave chamber

had morphologies depending on the orientation of the sub-

strates surface with respect to the elecÈric field vector.

The films grown with their surfaces normal to the electric

field vector exhibited marked columnar growth, while those

grown with their surface paralleI to the electríc field

showed a smooth fraclure surface. Figs. 4,5 and 4.6 show

typical SEM cross-section pictures of these two kinds of

f i1m samples.
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Smooth cross-section of a v-type a-Si:H f il¡n
sample.

Figure 4.5:
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4.3 DEPOSITION CHAMBER-DISCHARGE TUBE CONFIGURÀTION.

4.3.1 Experimental conditions.

Films have. been deposited under a wide variety of deposition

conditions; microwave power ranged from 400 to 700 slr gas

pressure 0.1 to 0.25 torrr 9as composition of silane,/hydro-

gen in argon from l/I to l/4, substrate tenperature from 25

to 245 'C, distance from substrate holder to discharge tube

end 3 to f4 cm. Às has been reported in Chapler 3, lhe

build-up of silicon deposits on the discharge tube made it
necessary t.o increase the microwave power, during the depo-

sition period, in order to excite the plasma. when the de-

posited film on the discharge tube became so thick that the

microwave power could not be transmilted through it a! suf-

ficient power levels to excite lhe plasna, the deposition

process was brought to an end. This constant change of the

power forced changes in ot.her deposition conditions such as

the flov and the pressure, Thus, the effects of each deposi-

tion condition was difficult to âssess, except for a few of

these conditions, such as microwave power range, subslrate

temperature, gas nixture composÍtion, and discharge tube

end to substrate di stance.

4,3.2 Optical ÞroÞerties of the fiLns.

The techniques ernployed for optical characterization of the

a-Si:H films were spectrally-resolved ellipsomelry, visible-
near infrared spec t rophotornet ry , IR spectrophotometry' and
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high-resolution far-infrared spectrophotometry. À descrip-

tion of these inves!igations, the methods used and represen-

tative results obtained are given below.

Spectrally resolved e 1l i psome I rv nea surements. The complex

refractive index has been rneasured with an ellipsometer in
the range 350 to f000 nn. This range covers the photon ener-

gies larger and smaller than the optical band gap. The el-
Iipsometric measurements were made by nulL setting the po-

lar izer and analyzer which gave two character i st ic
parameters, 

^ 
defined as the phase angle change, and ü de-

fined as the arctangent of the amplitude ratío change be-

tv¡een the two components of polarization upon reflection
t3l. In such measurements we could have only two measured

parameters, but there are three unknown constants which are

the refractive index n, the extinction coefficient k, and

the film thickness d. Thus, to enable lhe computation for n

and k we have to estimâle the value of d.

The film thickness was estimated by the following meth-

ods :

1. It was measured by observing the cross section of the

film with a SEM, having the cross-section of the film
norrnal to the efectron beam. The magnification of the

SEM was properly calibrated by using a calibration
standard pattern of 2160 lines per milÍmeter. This

method iras useful for thicknesses greater than 0.5

microns, since the error is smaller than 103.
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It r¡as eslimated by weighing the substrate before and

after Èhe film deposiLion and calculated f rorn the

density of the f i Ims.

Àt wavelengths much longer than the optical transmis-

sion cuÈoff wavelength, the absorption is srnall and

the light nould trâverse the sample several times

causing interference fringes which results in maxima

and minima of the total transmitted Iight intensity.
À typical example for an a-Si:H film prepared by the

chamber-discharge tube configurâtion is shown in Fig.

4,7. The film thickness and hence the refractive in-
dex can be determined on the basis of the condition

for the occurrence of such extremum values of !rans-
missíon. For two successive interference maxima, the

wavelengths for maxima satisfy

(t/2)nÀ=2nd

and those for minima satisfy

(L/2)( m + I ) À = 2 n d

(4.r)

(4.2)

çhere m is an even integer. These equations are valid
if k is negligibly smalL. This assumption was found

to be satisfied in the present invesligation.
The film thickness estinated by means of these three

methods $as consistent. With this estimated value of d and
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the neasured values of Â and t , a Fortran computer program

[¡0,f] was used to yield accurate values of n, k, and d, by

iteratively minimizing the error funcÈion.

In this investigation, the shortes! wavelength that
côuld be used was 350 nm, which was limíted by the quality
of the oplical elements of the e).lipsometer, whereas the

Iongest, 1000 nm, was limiled by the sensitivity of the Si

photodetector. For wavelengths longer than 1000 nm the data

were deduced from the interference fringes in the spectro-
photometric measurements. À1I measurements were performed at
room temperature ín a dark room.

The complex refractive index may be written as

¡* = n - ik (4.3)

r¡here the real part n is the refractive index and the imagi-

nary part k is the extincLion coefficient.
Typical results for n and k obtained by speclrally re-

solved e)-).ipsometry are shown in Fig. 4.8. These data were

obt,ained for an a-Si:H film prepared in a gas composition of

108 silane and 903 argon, by volume. The substrale tempera-

ture was held at 25 'C during deposition. Thè oplical ab-

sorption coefficient may be directly obtained fron the ex-

t inct ion coef f ic ient k according to

d,= 4îk/^ (4.4)
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at Èhe wavelengÈh l. Àbsorption coefficients oblained by

this approach agreed weIl, within experimental error, with
those obtained by direc! optical absorption measurements,

which are discussed in the following section.
Optical absorptio{r measuremenÈs. tn crystals, electronic
transitions between valence and conduction band have !o obey

the selection rules based upon k conserva!ion. In the amorp-

hous semiconductor case, where the nave-functions become Io-
calized over a certain volume rat,her than extended over the
r{hoLe volume of the sanp}e, the disorder produces broadening

in k-space. Thís leads to a relaxation of the k-selection
rules that results in a snooth absorplion band [43], and Lo-

calized tail st,ates.

Àt photon energies in excess

optical absorptíon data obey the

slv= B (ìu -Eof/2

where Eo is the opticat gapr o is the absorption coeffi-
cient and hv is the photon energy. The parameter B includes
information of the tail stales and is strongly ínf ).uenced by

processing conditions. This parameter has been correLated
with photoconductivity Iso]. rhis quadratic relaÈionship in-
dicates that the band structure in the neighbourhood of the
urobility edge is parabolíc [431.

of the absorptíon edge, the

following relat ion

(4.s)
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Typical experimental results obtained by direct optical
absorption measurements, using a Cary-14 scanning spectro-
photometer, for a-Sí:H films prepared by MPCVD are shown in
Fi9.4.9. For comparison purposes, the results for a-Si:H
films prepared by the rf glow discharge techniques [8] and

for a-SiO films reported by BahI et a1. [4] are included. As

has been mentioned in previous chapters, a major contaminant

in the a-Si:H films prepared by the deposition chamber-dis-

charge tube configuration Í\'as oxygen resulting from the

sputtering of the quartz discharge tube. This is consistent
with the results shown in Fig. 4.9, which show the depen-

dence of o upon ñv to be intermediate belween a-Si:H and

a-Si:O filns.
In order to extract the B parameter and the optical gap

Eo, the results have been replotted in terms of (ohv )1/2 as

a function of hv, âs shoe¡n in Fig. 4.10. À firm with a row

oxygen content wiII be expected to have a relatively 1ow op-

tical gap Eo. In addition, if the energy extent of the tail
states is small, the parameter B will be 1arge. The results
presenÈed in Tab1e 4.1 show that a high deposition rate in-
creases B and perhaps also reduces Eo, thereby resulting in
a-Si:H filns with better properties.

There sas no definite correlation between B or Eo and

nicrowave power (except insofar as the power infLuence on

the deposition rate). However, there was an indication t¡åt
the optical gap increases with increasing substrate tempera-
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TABLE

Optical properties
4.r
of a-Sí:H films.

Deposition
Ra te ( e,/mi n )

Eo ( ev) n$o (ev) n (rosb 
"*-1 "v-l )

4.9
17.3
26 .4
36
65

* E04 is def ined

1.88
2.00
1.84
1 00
1.87

2.t
2.r
2.0
1.98
r.67

4.09
5.40
5.66
5.40
7.30

as the energy for whicho = 104 cnii

ture T- if other conditions remain unchanged. This imptiess

that more oxygen is incorporated in the films at higher T".
The oxygen contamination has been greatly reduced in the

films deposíted in the short-circuited waveguide chamber,

which will be discussed ín section 4.4.
Infrared and far-infrared sÞectra. In order to measure the
infrared and the far-infrared,absorpÈion characteristics,
the a-Si:H films must be deposited on substrates transparent
to the 1íght in the infrared region. Crystalline silicon and

polyethylene meet this requirement for the infrared and

far-infrared region respectively. Therefore, we used these

materias for substrates in these investigations.
Hydrogenated amorphous silicon films were deposited by

MPCVD onto high resistivity, intrinsic crystalline silicon
wafers of 2 cm in diameter and 1mm in thíckness, and onto

2,5x2.5 cm polyethyJ-ene substrates, 0.8 mm in thickness at
roon temperature in a mixture gas of 108 silane and 90* ar-
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gon. The films deposited on crystalline silicon wafers ¡vere

used for the freguency range 4OO-4000 cm I . further evidence

of the presence of oxygen in the a-Si:H films was found, as

manifested by the absorption around L000 cm-i, shown in Fig.
4.1-1. The I0O0 cm-1mode is the characteristic transverse op-

tical mode of the SiO, network. Àccording to Knights et al.
f247, lhe shift of this peak from 950 cml to r0F0 cm 

I in-
plies an increase of the oxygen concenlration. The peak at
1000 cm-i ín the lower graph of Fig. 4.LI corresponds to an

oxygen concentration in the gas nixture of 0.03*. The oxygen

concentration in the a-Si:H films is expected to be rnuch

J.arger. In fact, conventional infrared absorption measure-

nents on thin fitms witl not reveal the presence of oxygen

concentrations Less than about 1S [4].
The upper part of Fig. 4.1-L shor.¡s an absorption peak at

2050 cn-l . this peak corresponds to a HSiro group and its
energy corresponds to a gas-phase oxygen concentration of
0.03 to 0.L"6 1241 , which is consistent r¡ith the peak at 1000

"rn-l 
. It should be noted tha! by comparing their results for

Eoo (defined as the energy at which o= 104 cm-l) with pub-

lished data for Sio*r nnights et aL. [24] have concluded

that an increase of EOO of about 0.6 eV for films deposited
in the gas slream with It oxygen I corresponds to a composi-

tion x of about 0.7, and that the oxygen content in the film
is en'hanced by one to two orders of magnitude compared io
the gas content.
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Far-infrared sÞectra. The far Ínfrared measurements were

nade on samples r¡ith polyethylene substrales using a Nicolet
7I99 Fourier-transforrn far-infrared interferometer with 1

cm- 1. resolution.

Figures 4.12, 4.13, and 4.14 show the absorbance vs.
wavenumbers in the 630-659, 531-57, and 67-90 crn-l regions.
The present data confirm the presence of SiH, SiH2r and

SiH" bonding configurations in the fiIm, and suggest the
5

possibility of more complex systems. AII these three modes

should be infrared active in the 630-650 cm-1 region [26].
We have been able to accomplish the resolution needed in or-
der to separate the rocking and wagging modes for the

SiH" and SiH. configurations. Lucovsky et al. [26] have¿5
identified and estimated the SiH rocking and bending modes

to be around 650 cm- 
I . Therefore, the absorption at gSZ cn-i

could be attributed to that bonding configuration. But, it
could aLso be a pure bending notion of a Si-O-Si-tt configu-
ration involving the motion of the oxygen and hydrogen atons

[27]. The calculated frequency for this mode is 650 cur-1. À

pure oxygen bending node for this confíguration has a calcu-
lated frequency of 030 cm-l. Lucovsky et al. [22] atso find
an out-of-plane hydrogen bending mode at 630 cnr-1. Thus, the
assignment of the 652 and 639 cm- 

I absorption rernain uncer-
tain. Further work, with a contollable amount of oxygen in-
corpoiated into the film and with the absorption spectra å't

the 700-1000 and 2000-2300 cn-I ranges are required in order
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to distinguish and properly assign the absorptions in these
infrared regions.

4.3.3 Electron ic ÞroÞertÍes.
Dark conductivity. Dark conductÍon current as a function of
electric field for a variety of film samples, with various
metallic electrodes, and deposition temperatures Ts , are
shown in Fig. 4.15. The conductivity of the fíIms deposited
at lower temperatures (200 and 250 "C) is nearly ohmic, and

it is independent of both polarities of the electric field
and the nature of the electrode material, in spite of a

large difference in work fuctions of these materials, such

as Au and À1 with a r+ork function difference of 0.9 ev [40].
For the films deposited at the substrate temperature of
275 'C, the dark conductivity is low, this rnay be due to the
oxygen content. These films which have low field conductivi-
ty in the order of 10-14 (ohm-crn)-l may be characteristic of
involving Si O* content. They also exhibit a field depen-

dent transport mechanism at high fíelds as shown in Fig.
4.15.

Temperature dependence of the dark conductivity yields
activation energies in the O.b to 0.6 eV range. This implies
that the conduction is via the extended states, and that the
equilibriurn Fermi level is 1ocated at the leve1 0.S to 0.6
eV below the mobility edge of the conduction band [33]. tire
observed variation in activation energy of the dark conduc-
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tivity from 0.5 to 0.6 eV are attributed to variations in
the oxygen content from film sampLe to film sarnple, which

affects the energy distribution of rnidgap state density and

hence the Fermi level.
One definite correlatíon , betHeen the dark conductivity

and the fabrication conditions in the chamber-discharge tube

configuration, is that as the microwave power increases, the

dark conduction current decreases, as shown in Table 4.2. T.E

should be noted that aII of these films contain appreciable

oxygen contamination.

TABLE 4.2

Effect of the microwave power on dark conduction current.

-------:--lÏl---______ _ _ _ _ _'_: _:ll:i_l__________lt!:_ri!:_lliii:l_
400
450
5t0
700

17
5

36
29

5 x ro-|!
2x10 lY
I x 10-rr ,.
1.3 x L0 -ra

* measured at an estimat,ed electric field of 104 v,/cm.

Table 4.2 shows that, the deposition rate is not a mono-

tonic funcLion of the power. This is due to a very important

parameter of this system which is the degree of invasion of

the chamber by the plasma. In spite of using deposition pa-

rameters that are no! equal, we can still see the effect of
input microwave power upon the dark conductivity. From Table

4.2, i! is clear that a hígh power level tends to increase
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the sputtering of the discharge tube and the oxygen incorpo-

ration in the films, and in turn, to reduce the dark conduc-

tivity.
Photoconductivity. The photoconductivity can yield informa-

tion concerning trapping and recombination centers, but of-
ten the interpretation is ambiguous. The photoconductivity

of the a-Si:H films prepared using the discharge tube-cham-

ber configuratíon is in general low. It increases with de-

creasing substrate temperature T". Since the dark conductiv-
ily also increases with decreasing temperature, it is more

instructive to plot ooh/ oa , the ratio of photoconductivi-

ty to dark conductivity, as it is shown in Fig. 4.16. From

this figure it can also be seen that this ratio also in-
creases with decreasing T" (and thereby with decreasing oxy-
gen content). This indicates that Lhe photoconductivity is
more sensitive to the oxygen contamination than the dark

conductivity. In the next section we will be able to compare

the data from Fig. 4.16, with photoconductivity of films
produced by the short-circuited waveguide chamber configura-
tion.

From the optical and electronic properties of t,he films
prepared by the discharge tube-chamber configuration, it can

be concluded that:
1. There is a high concentration of oxygen incorporated

in the deposited f i lms.
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The oxygen originated from the sputtering of the dis-
charge tube.

The oxygen renders the deposited films insensitive to
nany of the deposition parameters.

This configuration linits the range of the deposition
parameter s .

The microwave power leveI required for deposition and

the radiated power made the system unsafe for the op-

erators.
The sputtering of the discharge tube represented a

"fundamental limitation" for this system configura-
tion, for the fabrication of semiconductor thin
fiIms.

4.4 SHORT-CIRCUITEp I^¡ÀVEGUIDE CHÀMBER CONFIGUBATION.

4.4.1 Experimental conditions
An axial dc magnetic fieLd was applied to the waveguide

chamber by means of an ext,ernal coaxial coil; the coil cur-
rent was varied over the range O-22 A, which resulted in
magnetic field strengths in the range O to 300 gauss, and

with profiles as shown in Fig. 4.17 . Substrates mounted

with their surface parallel and normal to the electric field
¡,¡ere used to produce V-type samples and H-lype samples.

The deposition rate profÍ1e along the axis of the wâve-

guide chamber is dependent upon the dc magnetíc fietd prã-
file enployed during t,he deposition, and it was generally

2.

?

4.

5.

6.
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higher, by a factor of two, for the H-type sample, compared

to the V-type sample. Figure 4.18 shows the deposition rate
along the axis of the waveguide chamber for both lype of
samples, and for each of the magnetic field profiles shonn

in Fig. 4.J.7. It is apparent from Fig. 4.IB that the focus

of deposition shifts away fron the entrance of the waveguide

chamber as lhe magnetic field increases. This is particular-
1y so for the deposition rate profile corresponding Èo the
22 A coil current. From a practical point of víew, this
shift is very important because it reduces, or eliminates,
thin film deposition on the entrance window. It, should be

remembered that a similar problem !rith the chamber-discharge

tube configuration was the cause of instabilities of the
deposition conditions, and that a !hick f iJ.m gradually de-
posited on the discharge tube bringing the deposition pro-
cess to an end. A second effect of the magnetic field is to
broaden the deposition rate profile for the H-type samples,

as shown by the curve for E}:.e 22 À coil current.
OES of the plasma was conducted during the deposition of

the fiIms. Emission from plasma components (intensíty of
the SiH band, Ho , Àr), including emission from possible im-

purities such as copper and oxygen, were monitored; these

impuríties were not observed for the operating conditions
employed. X-ray microanalysis of the deposited fiLms also
revealed no observable impurities.
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The fíIm characterization techniques, of which details
have been given in section 4.1, were SEM, x-ray diffraction,
IR and visÍble spectrophotometry, conductivity, and photo-

conductivity. Samples mounted horizontally (H) consistently
exhibited a columnar growth structure as shown in Fig. 4.6,

vrhereas no columnar structure was observed for vertically
(V) mounted samples. AII films were amorphous.

For the results presented in this section, the following
depositÍon conditions were employed:

1. Gas composition: 10* silane, 458 hydrogen, and 45&

argon.

2. Total flow rates 30 sccm.

3. Microwave power: 45 w.

4, Pressure: 0.1 torr.
5. Substrate temperature: 200 'C.

The optical gap Eo ís consistently 0.05 eV larger for
the V samples than for H samples. À similar trend is also

observed for the B value. Typical vaLues for Eo and B are

1.7 eV and 4 x f05 cm-lev-1, respectively.

Figure 4.19 sho!¡s the typical dependence of the dark

conductivity and the photoconductivity of the a-Si:H filns
upon the axial magnetic field (coil current), for both V and

H samples. The ratio of the photoconductivity to the dark

conductivity was larger for V samples than for H samples, in

the hest cases (not shown) attaining a value of more thãn

three orders of magn i tude.
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À typical infrared spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.20. Pro-

nounced absorption at 2000 and 2090 "*-t ur" observed. Since

peaks of absorption at 890 and 845 cm-l are also observed,

we interpret the absorption at 2090 cm-l as a stretch mode of

an (siH2)n chain [26], and the absorption at 2000 cm-1 as

the stretch mode of SiH bonds. These absorptions at 2000 and

2090 cm-l are enhanced by the magnetic field, as it is shown

in Fig. 4.21.

We have also observed a higher degree of hydrogen incor-
poralion in the H samples. on the basis of our other obser-

vations we conclude that this is associated with the colum-

nar struclure. It should be noted that a high dihydride

concentration has been associated with the presence of argon

in the gas mixture [41], and that high dihydride concentra-

tion reduces the quantum efficiency of photoconductivity and

photolurninescence. Amorphous silicon produced vrith substrat.e

temperatures from 25 to about 200 'C is kno¡,¡n to develop

strong dihydride absorptions [46]. Infrared measurements

have revealed that films containing a high proporlion of
(SiH2 )n thât are exposed to the atmosphere, also develop

Si-O absorption after exposure time of days [23J. Uihydride

chains are believed to be associated with voids, especially
nith the columnar growth observed in a-Si:H.

We have fabricated many hydrogenated amorphous silicon
films by MPCVD using this syslem. The optical, electricai,
and morphological properties of this maleria] are very simi-
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lar to that of the a-Si:H

dc or rf glow discharge

qualíty of the m i c rovrave

proved by optimizat ion of

t20

films prepared by the conventional

techniques. We believe that the

a-Si:H films may be further im-

the deposition conditions.



Chapter V

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK.

À prototype microwave plasma chemical vapour deposition sys-
tem for the fabrication of amorphous semiconducting materi-
als has been built and tested. Àmorphous silicon-hydrogen
alloys have been fabricated with a guality that is compara-

b1e to that of films fabricated by other techniques. Various

contaminants of the deposited films have been detected,
traced to theÍr sources, and by changing configurations and

designs, eliminated. In the process, microwave plasmas have

manifested themselves as being very efficient in dissocÍat-
ing molecular gases, such as silane, and in sputtering the

surroundíng structures. In order to avoid bombardment of the

charnber walJ.s, the plasma has been confined by an axial dc

magnetic field. This magnetic field has become not onLy a

valuable means of avoidíng contamination, but has removed a

Iimitation encounLered in other configurations by preventing
the deposition of fiLms at the microwave coupling window,

Many questions about the plasma process, the film gronth

mechanism, and the rela!ionship bet¡{een these phenomena and

the optical, electrical, and morphological properties of the
films remain unanswered. perhaps the principal. one is lie
effect of the frequency of the electromagnetic excÍtation on

-I2T-
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the film properties. The main objective was however accom-

pl ished: the feasibility of fabricating a-Si!H aIIoy fíIms
by microwave plasma CVD has been established. From the pro-

cess of solving small problems and "fundamental Iimita-
tions", a very flexible system is ernerging. Since the con-

fining magneLíc field has been shown to ínfluence the

properties of the deposited samples, as r,¡ell as the plasma

chemistry, it has added one more degree of flexibility to an

already f lexible plasma process.

Further work is required in order !o fully understand

the micror+ave plasma CVD processes. However, two powerful

techniques wilJ. help \,¡ith this task: Optical Emission Spec-

trometry and Mass Spectrometry of the plasma. Any new work

should be directed in three directions simultaneously:
First, the prototype system has to be developed to a high
quality system capable of holding high vacuum, with a con-

troIlable magnetic field, both in strength and profíle. Sec-

ondly, a better understanding of the plasna is required so

that a relation can be found between the plasrna physics and

the thin film growth processi and third, extended character-
ization techniques for the amorphous semiconductor thin
films should be developed so that novel applications of the

materials may be found.

À few steps along these directions have aLready been

taken: À stainless steel waveguide chamber designed lo
withstand baking temperatures up to 400 'c, is being builtf
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a multipole magnetic coil is being designed in order to make

the magnetic field profile along the axis of the chamber

variable and to increase its field strengths up to 1000

gauss. À Liquid nitrogen trap wiII be used to prevent oil
vapours from backstrearning to the deposition chamber and to
trap corrosive gases before they ent,er the pump. A high

quality scanning monochromator and a control unít that can

store vavelength and light intensity data, and can also be

interfaced with a computer rvitl be used for Optical Emission

Spectroscopy of the pJ.asma. The light detector Ì{ill also be

improved: instead of the sÍ1icon solar cell type detector
that is now in use, an EMI photomultiplier r+ith a guartz

window, and a high quality high voltage power supply and

current amplifier will be used. Furthermore, a partial pres-

sure gauge, with a differential pumpÍng system and a small

aperture wiIl be employed in order to gather more informa-

tion abou! the reactive radicals in the plasma. Finally,
characterization techniques such as Iuminescence and field
effecl measurements wiIl be implemented. It is hoped that
these studies ¡rilI shed 1íght upon the dislribution of the

density of states in the gap and in the band tails, and

their effects on carrier transport in a-Si:H materials.
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